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FREE ALBERTA!
By: Rob Anderson
Former Airdrie MLA and Provincial Opposition House Leader (Alberta)
As Governments across Canada and the world turn their attention to
relaunching their economies post COVID shut down, the question becomes
here in the West - what does Alberta do to save herself?
We have over 15% unemployment - that’s a great depression number.
Premier Kenney forecasts the number could be as high as 25% - that’s worse
than the great depression number. Once the COVID mortgage
forbearances and wage subsidies expire, we will have a literal tidal wave of
foreclosures and business insolvencies to deal with on a scale potentially
never seen in our history. Our GDP is going to contract by about 9% this
year (worst ever). We have a totally out of control budget deficit of $20
billion and a ballooning debt rocketing pass $70 billion and climbing.
Remember when Alberta had no debt and full employment and so many
opportunities, we couldn't find people to move here fast enough? Those

opportunities, we couldn't find people to move here fast enough? Those
days are gone.
And while this is all happening you have an utterly hostile federal
government shoving a host of economically suicidal policies down our
throats from carbon taxes targeting our agriculture and energy sectors,
pipeline restrictions, oil tanker bans and a blizzard of hostile and uncertain
regulations that are suﬀocating our province’s ability to attract new long term
investment, which is the only real hope of recovering from this disaster in
any meaningful way.
It is simple my friends - the stated objective of the Trudeau Liberals, Bloc,
NDP and Greens is to phase out and destroy Alberta’s oil and gas sector;
and they are doing it.
So, my question to Albertans is this - why are we allowing this to happen?
Do we not care? Are we simply willing to let our neighbours, family members,
children and spouses in the private sector lose their jobs, never to return? Are
we going to allow our province - which only a decade ago was one of the most
prosperous places on the entire planet - with full employment, sky high public
and private sector wages, and glorious opportunities for both life long
Albertans and newcomers from around the world alike - are we going to allow
this amazing place to just bleed out and economically die right before our
eyes?
Are we just going to let this all happen? Make excuses for it? Be polite?
Wrap ourselves in the flag of a country whose politicians mean us true
economic harm?
Now, there is a glimmer of hope on the horizon. Premier Kenney released the
so-called “Fair Deal” Report, which examined several ways in which Alberta
can strengthen its independence within Canada.
The Report calls for an Alberta Police Force to replace the RCMP, opting out
of the CPP in favour of an Alberta Pension Plan, a provincial chief firearms
oﬃcer, a referendum on equalization, and several other constructive ways in
which Alberta can become more independent from our corrupt overlords in
Ottawa.
The Report foolishly recommended not collecting our own provincial taxes

The Report foolishly recommended not collecting our own provincial taxes
and calling on the Feds to transfer tax points to Alberta instead of stringsattached federal program funding.
Wrong! Let me assure you, if we ever want to be taken seriously by those
power-hungry politicians in Ottawa, we sure as hell better start taking
control of our own revenue streams.
Until we have a police force accountable to Albertans and our priorities and
laws, and until we collect our own revenue and leverage that power to
recover tens of billions stolen from this province annually in so called
equalization payments, we will change nothing. Nada. Zip.
Now the Government’s response to the Report is promising - but just words
thus far; and very wishy washy on timing.
My full support in the next election will be tied directly to Premier Kenney’s
implementation of the panel’s positive recommendations as well as moving
towards provincial tax collection. And to anyone reading this - your votes
should be tied to that issue too.
We need to wake up and take control of our province before it is too late. If
we can gain an independent and free Alberta within a greatly reformed
and decentralized Canada, that would be best - it’s certainly my hope - and
these policies will give us the leverage we need to have any chance of
making that happen. But if not, if our provincial leadership is too weak or if
Ottawa won’t listen despite these reforms being implemented; well, I’ll
chance a bumpy ride to provincial independence over living under the
thumb of tyrants any day. And I’m willing to bet, the majority of Albertans
are with me on that.
Rob's Facebook Click here
Rob's YouTube Click here
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION
1. From a Reader: As I skim this Click here, I am struck by disbelief at what I
am reading. The government of Alberta commissions an inquiry into whether
the public relations collapse of Alberta’s energy industry has been influenced
by foreign money; Eco justice wants to prevent that enquiry from taking place;

by foreign money; Eco justice wants to prevent that enquiry from taking place;
and the Law School of the U of C supports Eco Justice in that eﬀort. They
don’t want the truth to be found. Or even sought out. Do I have it right?
2. From a Reader: In response to Action Alberta #123 - Fear and Greed!
Switzerland is a good example, having the oldest democracy of any country.
Another Swiss point to consider though, is that every physically and mentally
able adult over the age of majority is military trained. Every home has a locker
that contains uniforms weapons and gear and can be mustered at moment’s
notice. Being neutral does not mean forgoing an army.
3. From a Reader: I am a 37 year Canadian service Veteran with 7 years
special service force and 13 months in the Middle East. I have read the 68
pages of the "Fair Deal" and what it boils down to is all talk and no action.
What we need is action NOW. Words which Ottawa will totally disregard and
10 years from now we will be in a much worse state. We need an Alberta
Grizzly, sinking his teeth in Trudeau's butt. I am 81 years old and not the least
afraid of what our Alberta future could bring. We need leadership with the guts
to talk "Separation" and not a maybe referendum in 2 years!
4. From a Reader: In response to a few recent articles I need to point out a
few things that seem to be in play. Jason Kenny is currently being blackmailed
by our Federal Government. His silence speaks volumes. The lack of outrage
over the Teck project being cancelled further confirms this. The twinning of the
pipeline to the lower mainland is the hammer. You can be sure Mr. Kenney has
been told that if he rocks the boat they will stop construction of the pipeline.
The Liberal Government are masters at double dealing and this is just another
example. It seems to me the course of action going forward for Alberta would
be to strike an alliance with both Saskatchewan and Manitoba. The three
provinces are like minded and have similar interests and if acting in concert it
would give them much greater bargaining power. The next step if the desired
results were not forthcoming would be to begin positioning themselves to
begin a path to independence.
Many of the opinions posted on this site seem to miss a very important
component. With Manitoba in the mix the Port of Churchill could be reopened.
A pipeline could be built from Fort McMurray to the port producing massive
employment. Alberta could easily finance this and a friendly investment climate
could attract additional foreign investment. The new republic could
commission icebreakers to keep the waterway open year round . The volume
of goods shipped through this port would provide massive employment and

of goods shipped through this port would provide massive employment and
wealth to the new country. Consider shipping prairie wheat, potash, oil and
coal would provide huge employment and wealth. Manitoba would gain huge
economic benefit as would the rest of the union. A high volume of traﬃc
through this port would make it very easy to keep a channel open year round.
The potential wealth that this new country could generate would catapult it to
one of the richest nations on earth.
5. From a Reader: As a resident of Eastern Canada, it is clear to me that the
enemy within has succeeded in the quiet revolution and has now taken power.
Welcome to the communist state of Canada. We are governed by politicians
and bureaucrats who see the rest of us not as citizens, but as subjects. Sadly,
your premier is one of them. Whether they admit it or not they are the ruling
class and their ideology is impervious. Most of their subjects are asleep and
unlikely to wake up until the Republic of Alberta is a reality.
ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING
In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. JUSTIN TRUDEAU IS SUPERMAN - CANADA NOW Click here
2. RICK BELL: ALBERTA FAIR DEAL BUT WILL KENNEY TAKE ON
OTTAWA? ""Click here
3. APOCALYPTIC SCIENCE: HOW THE WEST IS DESTROYING ITSELF
Click here
4. 'HYPOCRITICAL': AFTER DIVESTING FROM OIL SANDS COMPANIES,
NORWAY EXPANDS TO UNTOUCHED ARCTIC Click here
5. AL GORE, UN SECRETARY-GENERAL, OTHERS NOW DEMANDING
'GREAT RESET' OF GLOBAL CAPITALISM Click here
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE
We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta

by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!
Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.
Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!
Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com
Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com
Rick Shannon
Calgary, Alberta
Neil Bowker
Edmonton, Alberta
If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".
If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.
NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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